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technical counselor Kick the Tires and Light the Fires Proper inspections help rubber last longer J. M . THOM, E A A 1 0 8 8 4



“K



ick the tires and light the fires!” While that old saying probably has popularity only because it rhymes, it is a reminder for what should be one of the most important preflight and inspection items on an airplane: tires. Despite the fact that tires are critical to the safety of the aircraft, and that light aircraft tires are some of the most highly stressed tires in operation, tires still get overlooked. For the average user, aircraft tires are designed to provide excellent service with little worry. However, the operator still has one critical task that must be performed with an almost fanatical dedication: Check the tire pressure. Preflight checks of tire pressures are critical not only for landing, but also for flight safety. How a tire looks is not an accurate indicator. A tire that is just 5 to 10 percent underinflated is cause for concern, and on a 40 psi tire, few people can see that it has lost 2 to 4 psi. The image of a tire with a bulging sidewall is the standard visual indicator of a tire that is underinflated. Unfortunately, the amount of bulge depends more on whether a four-ply, six-ply, or greater is installed on the aircraft. It is not the sidewall bulge that is of primary concern for tire damage, but rather a phenomenon known as a “traction wave.” The traction wave is a wrinkle in the tread area produced when the tire is flattened as it rolls across the pavement and then snaps back into a rounded shape after the tread rolls up, away from the ground. As the tread snaps back into its rounded shape it wobbles slightly like any other structure that is released and snaps back into place.



This wobbling creates a ripple in the tread area, causing the tread to flex, which causes heat, and destroys the tire. The heat can also delaminate the tire and break the bonds holding the parts of the tire together, resulting in it coming apart. If an aircraft tire has been operated in an underinflated condition, it should be removed and replaced. Since all tires lose some inflation naturally, it is reasonable to expect that tires may lose pressure just sitting. Tires that sit may fall below 84 percent of normal pressure. This is not automatically a cause for rejection provided that it has taken a long time for the tire to deflate to that level and that the tire has not been operated on the runway while underinflated. If, however, the tire is losing more than 5 percent of its pressure in a single day, or if the tire has been operated on the runway while in an underinflated condition, it is recommended that it be removed from the aircraft and rejected.



The best way to inspect a tire is to remove it from the wheel in order to open up any potential cracks or cuts in the tire.



Maintenance To avoid the expense and the problems associated with underinflation, the operator of the aircraft need only to monitor the tire pressures on a regular basis. If the aircraft flies daily, then the pressure should be checked before the first flight of the day while the tires are cool. Manufacturers typically recommend that a calibrated dial-type gauge be used. The old pencil-type gauge with the calibrated stick that comes out the end is not considered to be accurate enough for aircraft tires. The gauge also needs to be calibrated annually to make sure it continues to be acEAA Sport Aviation
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1. The only way to truly inspect tires for cracks is to deform them. For light aircraft tires stepping on them, squeezing them, and pulling the beads away from each other by hand works. 2. A flashlight, a steel ruler, a standard flat screwdriver are all the tools generally necessary for an annual tire inspection. 3. The beads must be separated enough to get a good look inside. 4. As part of the inspection you should reach inside and press firmly outward on the sidewalls and tread area. 5. Look for cuts, breaks, deterioration of the rubber, delamination of plies, tread damage, and bead damage.



curate. A tire gauge that is only 3 psi off may miss the fact that a 40 psi tire is 5 percent underinﬂated. Ideally, tires should be inﬂated with dry compressed nitrogen, for several reasons: First, the gas is dry; this means there is no water vapor being put into the tire. Water in a tire can freeze and cause a severe imbalance in the tire that can cause tire or strut damage. Second, since dry nitrogen has no water and no oxygen in it, there is no damage to the rubber in the tire from natural oxidation and moisture rotting. Finally, and arguably of least importance, the nitrogen does not expand and contract as much as air, so tire pressure ﬂuctuations with heating and cooling are lessened. Many light aircraft tires are inﬂated with compressed air with few ill effects, but these tires 128
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are not meant for high performance or repeated re-treading, so the use of compressed air may be adequate for that aircraft.



Inspections Many aircraft operators do not know how to properly inspect tires for airworthiness. Tire manufacturers provide publications and brochures on what to look for on a tire inspection, and these may help. The best way to inspect a tire is to remove it from the wheel in order to open up any potential cracks or cuts in the tire. It is also necessary to be able to feel the inside of the tire for any breaks in the tire plies and examine the bead of the tire to check for damage. This is typically done at the annual inspection. When tires are inﬂated on the aircraft, any cracks



in the tires tend to close up and are difﬁcult to ﬁnd. Even when tires are de-mounted and just laying on the ﬂoor, these cracks may not show up. The only way to truly inspect tires for cracks is to deform the tire. It is possible to manipulate the tires manually by stepping on them, squeezing them, and pulling the beads away from each other by hand. On the other hand, care must be taken not to damage the tires. A ﬂashlight, a steel ruler, and a standard ﬂat screwdriver are all the tools that are generally necessary for an annual tire inspection. The basic inspection is looking for cuts, breaks, deterioration of the rubber, delamination of plies, tread damage, and bead damage. The tire should be automatically rejected if there is any damage to the bead area. Some tires may have



remnants of the rubber molding process left in the bead area that should not be confused with damage. If the bead has broken rubber, has missing rubber, or appears lumpy, kinked, or otherwise deformed, that tire has completed its useful life. The bead area is highly stressed and is where the weight of the aircraft and the braking forces are transferred to the tire. Defects can cause the tire to fail under these extreme loads. The tread area and the sidewall should also be checked for cracks. Generally there are no cracks allowed in a sidewall that extends down to the fabric layer of the tire. On many tires that sit outside, the sidewalls can develop what is known as weather checking, crazing, or weather cracks. In these tires the entire sidewall begins to show signs of minor cracking. These tires might technically be suitable for ﬂight, but most mechanics would recommend that tires be replaced when they begin to extensively weather crack. A weather crack that does not extend to the fabric layer today during inspection can easily propagate at any time when put back in service, and with the tire inﬂated these cracks are hard to monitor. In the tread area, tires must be rejected if the crack is greater than half of the remaining tread depth or if the fabric layers are exposed. There are many different kinds of cuts and cracks in the tread area to look for, and again, consultation with the tire manufacturer’s maintenance publications are a good idea. If you ﬁnd cracks around the ribs on the tires it may be necessary to open the cracks up with a screwdriver to determine the depth of the crack. Cracks that extend all the way around the tire are also grounds for rejection. A crack all the way around means that an individual rib is not attached to the rest of the tread and may come off at any time. It is also necessary to probe at the crack with a screwdriver in order to ﬁnd out of the cracks exEAA Sport Aviation
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technical counselor tend under the rib, which would also be grounds for rejection. Inspecting inside the tire is a bit more of a challenge. The beads of the tire should be pulled apart enough for the person inspecting to get a light inside the tire and to easily see inside. On a light aircraft the beads do not pull apart far enough to get inside the tire, but they must be separated enough in order to get a good detailed look inside. Light aircraft tires, especially for very light aircraft, have one advantage over the bigger tires in that they are usually only four- or six-ply tires. The small ply rating facilitates the inspection of the tires for breaks in the plies. As part of the inspection, the person should reach inside the tire and press ﬁrmly outward on the sidewalls and tread area of the tire. A broken ply layer may be felt as a spot that is softer than the surrounding areas or as if there is a subsurface discontinuity, which there is.
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External Care Externally the tires should be clean and ﬁrm. Hydraulic ﬂuid, gasoline, and engine oil all work to rapidly deteriorate a tire. Tires should be washed with soapy water and air dried before reassembly on the wheel. Ideally only real soap should be used to wash tires; however, true “soap” has become difﬁcult to ﬁnd. What most people believe is soap is actually detergent, and detergents remove grease and oil from rubber in an entirely different way than does soap. While soap converts grease and oil into a watersoluble fatty acid, detergents attach to the grease and try to pull it off the rubber. This pulling action can lead to degradation of the rubber since the detergent cannot easily distinguish between the petroleum in the dirt on the tire and the petroleum in the tire itself. Where it is necessary to use detergents to clean tires, only very mild detergents should be used.



Kitchen dishwashing detergent made for hand-washing dishes may be acceptable. When the aircraft is washed, the tires and brakes should be covered so as not to get the detergents used in cleaning the aircraft on them. The degreasers used for cleaning wheel wells and/or the rest of the aircraft may also be detrimental to tires. Also, tires should not be sprayed with “conditioners,” which make them appear black and shiny. These can actually accelerate the deterioration of the tire and cause the rubber to harden and crack. Mark Thom teaches aviation technology at Purdue University. HOW HAS A TECH COUNSELOR HELPED YOU?
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